Abstract: Persistent organic pollutants (POPs) have attracted significant attention because of their bioaccumulation, persistence, and toxicity. As anthropogenic products, POPs mainly contain polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), organochlorine pesticides (OPs), and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and they pose a great threat to human health and the environment. To deal with these toxic contaminants, many different kinds of strategies for sensitively detecting POPs have been developed, such as high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), and fluorescence. This paper mainly summarized the achievements of spectroscopy technologies, which generally consist of SERS, surface plasmon resonance (SPR), and fluorescence, in the detection of low-concentration POPs in different matrices. In addition, a retrospective summary is made on several critical considerations, such as sensitivity, specificity and reproducibility of these spectroscopy technologies in practical applications. Finally, some current challenges and future outlooks for these spectroscopy technologies are provided in regards to environmental analysis.
Introduction
Persistent organic pollutants (POPs) are of global concern due to their toxicity and bioaccumulation in adipose tissue through the food chain [1] [2] [3] [4] . They mainly contain polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), organochlorine pesticides (OPs), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and some other organic chemicals, such as polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins, which are mainly produced by anthropogenic activities [5, 6] . POPs can persist for a long time in the environment because of their resistance to degradation, potentially leading to food contamination and threat to human health [7] . As a result, significant attention has been paid to the development of low-cost and reliable methods for the determination of ultratrace concentrations of POPs. Though conventional techniques, such as high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and gas chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC/MS), have great accuracy and widespread applications, most of them suffer from expensive equipment and time-consuming purification processes [8] [9] [10] . Therefore, an enormous amount of effort has been devoted to exploring novel strategies like surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS) [11, 12] , enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA), and fluorescence [13, 14] .
Among these emerging methods, spectroscopy technologies are favorable for trace detection of POPs due to their inherent advantages, such as high sensitivity and rapid and real-time monitoring. Spectroscopy technologies generally consist of SERS, surface plasmon resonance (SPR), and fluorescence.
Spectroscopy technologies generally consist of SERS, surface plasmon resonance (SPR), and fluorescence. The reasons for utilizing these methods to detect POPs are as follows: (1) SERS is well suited for detecting POPs due to its capability of providing vibrational spectroscopic fingerprints which indicate the inherent molecular structure of analytes, and allows a limit of detection at very low concentrations, even down to the single molecule level [15] [16] [17] [18] ; (2) although POPs are small organic molecules, some compounds like PCBs and benzo [a] pyren (i.e., BaP) possess a high refractive index. Taking into consideration such properties, the SPR sensor would be much more suitable for trace detection of POPs than any other sensor, such as gravimetric sensors, because it is a refractiveindex-sensitive device with label-free detection capability and high sensitivity [19, 20] ; and (3) the molecular structures of most POPs consist of aromatic rings, which lead them to show inherent fluorescence [21] [22] [23] . Thus, fluorescence spectroscopy, as a sensitive analytical method, can be used for the trace detection of POPs.
The investigation of environmental monitoring with spectroscopy technology has motivated some recent review articles that refer to different aspects of primary theory as regards specific applications. This paper was focused on some critical issues and practical applications of spectroscopy technology for the trace detection of POPs. Finally, this paper covered some current challenges and future applied prospects of spectroscopy technology in the detection of small molecular environmental pollutants.
Applications of Spectroscopy Technology in Detection of POPs
Spectroscopy technology has become more and more attractive for trace detection of POPs in environmental analysis. Though there are reviews detailing the progress of their applications in academic and industrial communities [24] [25] [26] [27] , a great number of new achievements have been reported in the past few years. These achievements are described as including SERS, SPR sensors, and fluorescence. Some of these achievements and the detection limits are present in Table 1 . Figure  1 displays the major applications of spectroscopy technologies in the trace detection of POPs in this work. Fluorescence spectrophotometer based on a molecularly imprinted polymer (MIP) The concentration unit moles per liter (mol·L −1 ) was abbreviated as "M".
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SERS
SERS is based on the enhancement of the Raman scattering signals of targeted molecules, which are able to interact with nanostructured metallic surfaces under the right conditions [51] . The SERS phenomenon was originally reported in the 1970s by Fleischman and coworkers [52] . They first noticed the enhanced performance of Raman scattering from a pyridine monolayer adsorbed on an electrochemically roughened silver electrode. However, the first report introducing of the SERS technique for the detection of PAHs was in 1990s by Kronfeldt et al. [53] . They fabricated silver SERS-active substrates using sol-gel methods, and investigated PAHs in artificial seawater with a detection limit up to nanomolar concentrations. Subsequently, two different strategies were used in the improvement of substrates to further enhance the sensitivity of SERS detection. One of them is the construction of substrates with specific geometries, which possess abundant nanogaps ("hot spots") and contribute to effectively enriching targeted molecules by physical adsorption [54, 55] , and the other is modification of the substrate surface with functional molecules like antibodies and aptamers to facilitate targeted molecules with low affinity to approach localized electromagnetic fields [56] .
Sensitivity of SERS detection mainly depends on the nanostructures of the substrates [57] . In other words, these metallic plasmonic nanostructures, referred to as SERS-active substrates, are of importance for observing the SERS phenomenon, as well as the detection sensitivity. The high sensitivity of SERS detection can be achieved by preparing elaborate substrates with large amounts of hot spots and huge surface areas [58] . For example, highly sensitive SERS substrates can be constructed by Fe 3 O 4 microspheres and AuNPs (Fe 3 O 4 @Au nanoparticles), for which Fe 3 O 4 microparticles could render an inhomogeneous distribution of local plasmon resonance and lead to a local increase in the electromagnetic field density. A significant SERS enhancement of the substrate was attributed to the interparticle gap between AuNPs grafted on Fe 3 O 4 ( Figure 2A ) [31] and the detection limits of PAHs, such as benzo [a] anthracen and benzo (g,hi) perylene, and were up to 5 nmol·L −1 (Table 1 ). In addition, AuNPs and silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) can be coated on a highly roughened morphology instead of a smooth surface to fabricate an ultrasensitive substrate [59, 60] . Figure 2B shows AgNPs sputtered in bi-nanorings to acquire optimal substrates, which exhibited excellent analytical performance for PCBs with a detection limit of 1 nmol·L −1 [41] . In addition to these, nanosensors fabricated with an aggregation of AgNPs and AuNPs functionalized by dithiols could be used to identify and quantify OPs (including aldrin, α-endosulfan, dieldrin and lindane) ( Figure 2C ), with the lowest detection limit of aldrin being down to 45 µg·L −1 [48] . Figure 2D shows the SERS spectra of analyzed OPs. Limits of detection for analyzed OPs were different, and probably resulted from their showing different affinities to the metal surfaces of the substrates. The maximum detection efficiency was obtained for substrates possessing a maximum number of binding sites just at the formed hot spots localized in the gaps between nanoparticles. These achievements have significantly improved the sensitivity of SERS detection for POPs, and SERS has become a powerful spectroscopic technique for analyzing low-concentration contaminants; however, continuous efforts will be devoted to extending novel fabrication of SERS substrates in the future. 
SERS is based on the enhancement of the Raman scattering signals of targeted molecules, which are able to interact with nanostructured metallic surfaces under the right conditions [51] . The SERS phenomenon was originally reported in the 1970s by Fleischman and coworkers [52] . They first noticed the enhanced performance of Raman scattering from a pyridine monolayer adsorbed on an electrochemically roughened silver electrode. However, the first report introducing of the SERS technique for the detection of PAHs was in 1990s by Kronfeldt et al. [53] . They fabricated silver SERSactive substrates using sol-gel methods, and investigated PAHs in artificial seawater with a detection limit up to nanomolar concentrations. Subsequently, two different strategies were used in the improvement of substrates to further enhance the sensitivity of SERS detection. One of them is the construction of substrates with specific geometries, which possess abundant nanogaps ("hot spots") and contribute to effectively enriching targeted molecules by physical adsorption [54, 55] , and the other is modification of the substrate surface with functional molecules like antibodies and aptamers to facilitate targeted molecules with low affinity to approach localized electromagnetic fields [56] .
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SPR Sensors
SPR is wave sensing technique that can detect biochemical reactions in the near-field region [61] [62] [63] . The SPR phenomenon was first discovered in 1900s by Wood. As he measured the reflection of metallic gratings, he found that some optical power of polarized incident light was absorbed by metal because of the excitation of surface plasma waves (SPW) [64] . Subsequently, the investigation of SPR sensing was motivated after the introduction of attenuated total internal reflection (ATR) by Otto and Kretschmann in 1968 [65, 66] . However, the original investigation, bringing SPR technique into the biochemical sensing field and detailing the application of the SPR sensor, was published in the 1980s by Nylander and Liedberg [67] . They first employed the SPR technique for gas detection and demonstrated that the method was able to monitor low-concentrations of anesthetic gas, which made the pioneering work practical for applications of the SPR sensor in the biochemical field. Since then SPR sensors have become a valuable platform for low-level detection of environmental pollutants [68] .
SPR sensors are one of the favorable strategies in determination of POPs, due to their many advantages, such as high sensitivity and selectivity, label-free detection, rapid response [69] [70] [71] . Conventional SPR sensors with dense sensing films cannot directly detect small molecules, due to the extremely small depth between the evanescent field and surface-bound molecules. Thus, abundant biorecognition elements can be immobilized on the surface of the sensing film to fabricate SPR biosensors that show a high specificity for targeted molecules. Some typical strategies for functionalization of sensing surfaces are illustrated in Figure 3 [72] . Any of these methods could greatly improve the amounts of target molecules anchored on the sensing surface and amplify the SPR signal. Miura et al. investigated the detection of BaP by SPR immunosensors with the indirect inhibition method in 2002 [73] . They immobilized BaP conjugated with bovine serum albumin (BSA) on a dense gold surface of a sensing film as BaP has a low-molecular weight. The experimental results indicated that the incident angle changed as the samples of antibodies against BaP at different concentrations were injected into, and flowed through, the sensor chip. The detection limit of this method was up to 0.1 ppb. A similar strategy was employed by Hong et al. who detected PCB using the SPR technique in 2008 [38] . The detection mechanism was based on PCB-induced conformational changes of Cytochrome c (Cyt c) immobilized on the dense gold film, altering the local dielectric function of the supported Cyt c, which can be detected by SPR (Figure 4a ). The confirmations of Cyt 
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Fluorescence
Fluorescence is an amazing natural phenomenon which can be observed at a longer wavelength after the excitation of fluorescent materials at a shorter wavelength. Its original explanation was provided by Sir George Gabriel Stokes around 1850 [76] . The investigations of fluorescence-based biological strategies began to develop in the 1950s, due to the availability of commercial fluorescence instrumentation [77] . So far, fluorescence spectroscopic techniques have been widely recognized as useful tools in analytical chemistry, especially due to their high inherent sensitivity [78] . Hence, fluorescence-based techniques like fluorescence sensors using nanomaterials have been suggested as a possible alternative to conventional methods [79] [80] [81] .
Sensitivity of fluorescent sensors strongly depends on the nanostructure and morphology of the sensing film. Such sensors can be used to determine trace POPs by functionalizing the chip surface with functional groups to effectively preconcentrate targeted molecules [82, 83] . For example, optosensors based on the online immobilization of BaP using Amberlite XAD-4 could detect BaP in a continuous-flow system with the limit of detection up to 3 ng·L −1 [84] . Among PAHs, only BaP can interact with Amberlite XAD-4 resins and shows strong fluorescence at the excitation wavelength λ = 392 nm. Additionally, fluorescent quantum dot (QD) sensors based on the mechanism of fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) have been extensively studied and applied to detect POPs, due to their high selectivity and sensitivity and a wider applicability [85] . As optical sensors constructed by coating CdTe QDs onto TiO2 nanotube (NT) arrays which possess a huge surface area ( Figure 6A ), the fluorescence intensity of BaP was amplified 15 times compared to that of the direct liquid fluorescent spectrometry [86] . The sensitivity obtained using this method to PAHs depended on the number of their fused aromatic rings, with the highest sensitivity to BaP and the detection limit down to 15 pmol·L −1 . The fluorescence enhancement was contributed to the fluorescence energy transfer from CdTe QDs to BaP. Beyond these, fluorescent sensors functionalized with polysilsesquioxane film can be used to detect PCBs, based on the mechanism that their fluorescence emission intensity decreased steadily with a corresponding increase in PCBs, which was shown in Figure 6B [82] . The detection limit of PCB77 came up to 8.03 × 10 −7 mol·L −1 . So far, fluorescence, including its combination with other techniques, has been used to detect different kinds of POPs and has seen notable achievements, detailed in Table 1 . This can bring about a new research trend in environmental analysis. 
Sensitivity of fluorescent sensors strongly depends on the nanostructure and morphology of the sensing film. Such sensors can be used to determine trace POPs by functionalizing the chip surface with functional groups to effectively preconcentrate targeted molecules [82, 83] . For example, optosensors based on the online immobilization of BaP using Amberlite XAD-4 could detect BaP in a continuous-flow system with the limit of detection up to 3 ng·L −1 [84] . Among PAHs, only BaP can interact with Amberlite XAD-4 resins and shows strong fluorescence at the excitation wavelength λ= 392 nm. Additionally, fluorescent quantum dot (QD) sensors based on the mechanism of fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) have been extensively studied and applied to detect POPs, due to their high selectivity and sensitivity and a wider applicability [85] . As optical sensors constructed by coating CdTe QDs onto TiO 2 nanotube (NT) arrays which possess a huge surface area ( Figure 6A ), the fluorescence intensity of BaP was amplified 15 times compared to that of the direct liquid fluorescent spectrometry [86] . The sensitivity obtained using this method to PAHs depended on the number of their fused aromatic rings, with the highest sensitivity to BaP and the detection limit down to 15 pmol·L −1 . The fluorescence enhancement was contributed to the fluorescence energy transfer from CdTe QDs to BaP. Beyond these, fluorescent sensors functionalized with polysilsesquioxane film can be used to detect PCBs, based on the mechanism that their fluorescence emission intensity decreased steadily with a corresponding increase in PCBs, which was shown in Figure 6B [82] . The detection limit of PCB77 came up to 8.03 × 10 −7 mol·L −1 . So far, fluorescence, including its combination with other techniques, has been used to detect different kinds of POPs and has seen notable achievements, detailed in Table 1 . This can bring about a new research trend in environmental analysis. 
Some Considerations in Spectroscopy Technology Detection of POPs
Conventional environmental analysis generally requires accurate determination and quantification of low-concentration chemical pollutants in complex surroundings. As a result, the development of spectroscopy technology should consider some specific detection properties, such as sensitivity, selectivity, and reproducibility. The above-mentioned spectroscopy technologies possess the potential to meet these requirements because of their unique features.
Though each of these spectroscopy technologies have some defects and drawbacks, there are some notable achievements that have already put forward a series of effective strategies to address these problems. Some of the methodologies were as follows: (1) Novel nanostructures, which could offer large surface areas and great amounts of functionalized binding sites for targeted molecules, which could greatly enhance detection sensitivity. In addition, surface hydrophobicity of the substrates by chemical and physical methods can also effectively enrich the targeted molecules; (2) exquisite specificity and high affinity of antibody-antigen interactions lead to dramatic sensitivity enhancement and can reduce the detection limit of POPs to sub-nanomolar levels; (3) excellent reproducibility, which can validate the reliability and repeatability of the experimental results, benefits from well-ordered and uniform nanostructure and morphology of the substrates of optical sensors. Finally, the miniaturization of the optical instruments and the development of spectroscopy technology facilitates portability for field detection.
Conclusions and Prospects
In this work, recent advances in spectroscopy technologies, such as SERS, SPR, and fluorescence for trace detection of POPs were summarized. It has been demonstrated that high sensitivity and selectivity can be obtained by designing elaborate nanostructures for the substrates and improving specificity and affinity for targeted molecules. The investigations of these achievements could support some novel strategies for monitoring various environmental pollutants in the future. 
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Conclusions and Prospects
In this work, recent advances in spectroscopy technologies, such as SERS, SPR, and fluorescence for trace detection of POPs were summarized. It has been demonstrated that high sensitivity and selectivity can be obtained by designing elaborate nanostructures for the substrates and improving specificity and affinity for targeted molecules. The investigations of these achievements could support some novel strategies for monitoring various environmental pollutants in the future.
Nowadays spectroscopy technology is confronted by some challenges in the practical implementation of low-level detection of POPs with complex samples. Though great efforts have been made to enhance sensitivity and reproducibility, some problems still exist in the reliable analysis of ultratrace concentration and eliminating the interference of other coexisting pollutants. Thus, great attention still should be given to these problems to achieve a higher sensitivity and more accurate monitoring of POPs in complex matrices. Furthermore, the coupling of spectroscopy technologies with other methods will be much better for separation of coexisting pollutants and providing comprehensive and accurate information of targeted molecules during the whole experiment. We anticipate that it will be a popular trend in the future. Continued investigations in this field will significantly improve the practical applications of spectroscopy technologies in the trace analysis of various environmental pollutants.
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